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Introduction
The Internet of Things brings together two different realms of software
development; embedded programming at the device level and enterprise
development at the back end, cloud level. This has implications for safety,
privacy and security that didn’t exist before. The sheer scale of interconnectivity
between devices, gateways and back-end systems means that all endpoints in
the chain need the appropriate level of quality, and a single hole in the chain
might seriously compromise the security of the overall IoT system.
Take, for example, a medical device connected to the cloud for patient
monitoring, it requires security and privacy provisions to prevent patient data
leakage, security controls to prevent malicious attack and the appropriate level
of safety to ensure patient health. These requirements not only exist at the
device level, they must be applied throughout the entire chain of connectivity;
device to gateway to cloud. The implication here is that software development
done at the gateway and enterprise level needs the same level of rigour.
Rigorous quality standards and procedures have been applied successfully
for safety critical devices in the programming languages of choice, C and
C++. However, this is not common for the programming languages used at
the enterprise level, such as Java and C#. Adopting the same level of design,
development and testing rigour needs to be normalized across the whole IoT
ecosystem.
In this paper, we discuss the use of advanced static analysis at the enterprise
software level in order to improve quality in the same manner as applied at
the device level. Additionally, rigorous static analysis is needed throughout the
chain of applications and devices in a complimentary fashion, combining the
benefits of static analysis for all of the programming languages involved.

The impact of IoT on Enterprise Software Development
Enterprise software development has taken quality and security improvement
to heart. Yet, the focus of this transformation has centered around delivering
functionality on time and schedule.
These software projects often have poorly defined and fluid requirements
and the move to agile processes and continuous integration and deployment
is a way to adapt to constant change. Security and privacy are increasingly
important in enterprise development although recent reports indicate there’s
a long way to go.
A key differentiator between edge devices and back-end, enterprise systems is
the potential impact of software errors. In safety critical systems, defects can
cause injury and loss of life.
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A security breach can lead to denial of service or destruction of critical
infrastructure.
At the enterprise level, errors are costly and security breaches leak important
private information, however these bugs are seldom life threatening. As the
IoT ecosystem starts to link enterprise software and safety critical devices, the
impact of software errors is more severe.
At the programming level, the world of web development, object oriented,
interpreted languages such as Java and C# is being integrated with low-level
programming in C/C++ embedded, real time operating systems.

The current State of Static Analysis in Enterprise Software Development
Static analysis is widely adopted to debug application software. However bug
hunting in these applications has been focused towards finding some (and not
all) bugs in order to improve the overall quality of the software product, but
not to eradicate all possible bugs as is the practice for safety critical embedded
software.
A recent article provides interesting insights about lessons learned at Google
when applying static analyzers to their huge codebase. Their analysis targeted
generic software engineers in Google, and they focused on relatively simple
static analyzers (that is, analyzers that are not inter-procedural or analyze with
a whole program context). Of note, Google considered any warning to be
effectively a false positive “if developers did not take positive action after
seeing the issue”, despite the fact that the warning effectively points to a
real bug or not. Google noticed that “the presence of effective false positives
caused developers to lose confidence in the tool”, and went on to require that
static analyzers “produce less than 10% effective false positives” in order to
be integrated in the code-review process. This approach differs radically what
happens in the safety critical software world, where it is essential to avoid any
(potentially catastrophic) bug.
However, during the last few years, Web and cloud application software
partially changed this scenario. Security vulnerabilities in web-based software,
like SQL injections and cross site scripting (XSS), could potentially cause
relevant damages to the enterprise. For these reasons, so-called Static
Application Security Testing (SAST) became a common practice in application
software development with the goal of eradicating security vulnerabilities.
This new reality and the increasing interest in SAST, has led to the development
of several static analyzers targeting security vulnerabilities in Web and cloud
application software. These analyzers have been proven to be effective in
identifying some of the most common vulnerabilities (e.g. OWASP Top 10 ), and
in particular SQL Injections, XSS and (more recently) sensitive data exposure.
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All of which are discovered by tracing user input or confidential data flow
through the application into a sensitive API call (e.g., executing an SQL
statement, some code, or sending some data to Internet) without being
sanitized (e.g., properly escaped or encrypted) beforehand. Notably, some
analyzers focus on high performance yet imprecise local syntactic checks,
while others compute a precise but computationally expensive tainted data
analysis of how user input might traverse the software, and if it can reach a
sensitive API.
Therefore, different static analyzers achieve radically different coverage and
precision, and various projects like the OWASP Benchmark have been developed
to compare the effectiveness of these tools.
The effectiveness of a chosen static analysis tool needs to both create
confidence in the developers that discovered defects are real and important
but also make sure that critical defects aren’t missed. This balance between
false positives (warnings that turn out to be false) and false negatives (defects
that are missed by the analyzer) determines the effectiveness of the tool.
Integrating enterprise software into an IoT ecosystem raises the bar on
quality and security, requiring the same for the tools and processes used in
development.
Software defects in edge devices in the IoT ecosystem can lead to injury or the
breakdown of important infrastructure. The cost and impact of these defects
is severe and the developers of these systems use rigorous development
methods including test coverage of all of the code, sometimes including
complete path and decision point analysis. There are risks associated with
poor quality and security in enterprise software but the impact is less severe.
As these two worlds collide in IoT, rigour in software development is needed
in both development environments.
For example, enterprise software connected to safety critical devices needs to
consider the safety impact of defects ands security vulnerabilities. Embedded
devices must now consider the security and privacy impact they have on their
users.

The Role of static analysis in software development and Designing-In
Security and Privacy
Static analysis fits in software development anywhere code is being created,
modified or refactored. It makes sense that static analysis is performed during
the implementation or build phase of a cycle. But this answer is too simple
as static analysis is used in other important places in the development life
cycle. Consider a typical continuous integration environment in the following
diagram:
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Build
The implementation phase is when coding starts and the earlier static analyzers
are applied the better. In fact, the cost of fixing a bug at this stage is 15 times
cheaper than during maintenance of the product (after it’s been released.)
To this end it’s important that static analysis tools are available and easily
accessible in the development environment, such as directly integrated into
the IDE. Developers can find and fix defects and vulnerabilities immediately,
before they are even checked in to the source control system. This has a
significant impact on downstream productivity as it eliminates these defects
from entering testing or worse, undetected in the finished product.

Testing
At this point it’s possible to analyze an entire project. During the implementation
phase, static analysis may have only been possible on parts of the application.
During the testing phase, it’s important to run a full analysis to catch complex
defects and vulnerabilities that may have been missed during implementation.
Besides, one might think that coding is complete by this stage but that’s not
the reality. Failed and broken tests need remediation and that leads to more
code changes.
Unit tests themselves need maintenance and bug fixes may contain errors
and have unintended consequences. In a continuous integration/deployment
pipeline it’s critical to have an automated, full scale analysis as part of each
cycle.
Static analysis tools need to support both in-IDE, hands on, interactive
detection and a fully automated mode during integration and deployment.
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The more complete the scope of the analysis the better static analysis can find
those hard to detect bugs.

Deployment, Monitoring and Maintenance
As much as developers would like, code is constantly changing and this is no
different during product maintenance. In fact, it’s more important at this stage
to understand the impact these code changes have on the rest of the system.
Static analysis tools are still needed at this stage to continue to detect any new
defects or vulnerabilities that are introduced from bug fixes. It’s also critical at
this stage for managers to understand the state of the project at a high level.
Lists of static analysis warnings by themselves don’t give a good picture of
product quality. Aggregating these warnings into meaningful categories and
severity creates a picture of the current state of the project. Static analysis
tools need more than just detection abilities; they must also provide data
management to leverage the results for better business decisions.

Julia Static Analysis for Building in Security
CISOs are more worried than ever about data breaches: 67% are concerned
they’ll experience a data breach or cyberattack in the near future.
The continued growth of cybercrime means that all organizations are likely
to suffer attacks resulting in a data breach, data loss and serious service
disruptions. Perimeter defense is only part of the solution, as security must be
a multi-layer effort.
The increased pressure on teams to improve security has become one of the
key pain points of modern software development.
Design, coding and testing for security is not the usual expertise of software
developers so it becomes imperative to leverage as much automation as
possible to assist. Julia improves security for IoT software in the following ways:
• Tainted data analysis to detect complex vulnerabilities: Although Julia
detects various security vulnerabilities, its whole-application analysis that
detects complex vulnerabilities through tainted data analysis provides the
most return on investment on their tool investments. The importance of
these types of vulnerabilities is discussed in a later section;
• Quick remediation with code traces from source to sink: All warnings
reported by Julia are accompanied with a description of the defect and full
trace information. When using the IDE integration, it’s easy for developers
to see the data and control flow that contributes to the error and make
quick fixes to the code. This quick turn around is key to accelerating the
coding process while improving security;
• Extremely high vulnerability detection rate: The Julia analyzer engine is
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unique and based on abstract interpretation that results in an extremely
low false negative rate (see OWASP benchmark results in Figure 2). This
differentiates Julia from other commercial and open source solutions and
assures developers that they aren’t missing critical vulnerabilities in their
code;
• Vulnerability details provide training for developers: Julia provides
information and a complete trace of each vulnerability detected. Over
time, developers understand more and more how to code more securely.
For example, detecting SQL injections points out the lack of sanitized
input and developers should, hopefully, begin adding code to check any
and all input to the system to prevent attacks.

Julia Static Analysis for Building in Better Privacy Protection
Protecting sensitive data is a top priority when it comes to information
management. Most companies deal with both internal and customers’ data,
and its quantity is increasing day by day.
Data protection is an organization-wide issue, and must be a joint effort. All
applications should be created following the “Privacy by Design” principle,
to make sure that treatment of sensitive data is handled correctly from the
beginning. To verify legacy software, and support the development of new
applications, a thorough understanding of how sensitive data is handled is
paramount. To support sensitive data handling awareness, Julia incudes a
specific solution which helps you to:
• Trace sensitive data to gain total awareness: The sophisticated tainted
data analysis provided by Julia allows developers to understand where
external data is being stored and where that stored data is later used in
the application;
• Identify possible vulnerable points: Developers interact with Julia GPDR
compliance tools by identifying privacy-critical data. Once identified Julia
detects and reports on possible data exposure and GPDR violations;
• Support compliance with GDPR requirements: The analysis and reporting
performed by Julia is used to support GPDR audits and proof of due
diligence when required;
• Reduce the risk of data breach and the related sanctions: Detecting
privacy concerns earlier without complete software and full-scale testing
means a much lower risk and cost of privacy violations.
Julia’s sophisticated data flow analysis traces critical data from source (where
it enters the application) to “sink” (where it gets used.) If potential exposure is
detected along this flow, a warning is issued.
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Static Analysis for Cross-Language and Cross-Platform Systems in IoT
IoT systems consist of physical, interconnected, components providing remote
functions through cloud services. These devices are often used in mission
and safety critical industries such as medical devices, industrial control and
robotics and automotive systems.
The embedded, device-side, portion of IoT software controls and senses
physical components that have a direct impact on user safety. The software in
these devices is usually written to well known coding standards such as MISRA
C and must comply with functional safety standards such as IEC 61508. In
other words, there are established best practices and a focus on safety in this
environment.
On the other hand, back-end or cloud services might indirectly interact with the
physical components via embedded software it communicates with. Although
this software is not embedded in the device and it is executed in the cloud,
it should be still considered safety critical, since its failures or vulnerabilities
might have catastrophic results in an IoT safety-critical system.
For all these reasons, recent efforts have been focused towards the definition
of which software vulnerabilities would be particularly relevant in an IoT
system. For instance, the OWASP IoT project released the IoT Top 10. Similar
to the OWASP Top 10, this standing “represents the top ten things to avoid
when building, deploying, or managing IoT systems”. The IoT Top 10 2018 list
is as follows:
1.

Weak Guessable, or Hardcoded Passwords

2.

Insecure Network Services

3.

Insecure Ecosystem Interfaces

4.

Lack of Secure Update Mechanism

5.

Use of Insecure or Outdated Components

6.

Insufficient Privacy Protection

7.

Insecure Data Transfer and Storage

8.

Lack of Device Management

9.

Insecure Default Settings

10. Lack of Physical Hardening
Not all of these top vulnerabilities are detectable through static analysis, but
some require manual inspection and testing since programming and design
intent needs to be understood.
For example, detecting hardcoded passwords is difficult for automated tools
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to detect since the intent of the programmer to use a hardcoded string or
weak passwords would elude static analysis.
On the other hand, complex vulnerabilities such as insufficient privacy
protection, insecure data transfer and storage and insecure ecosystem
interfaces are detectable through static analysis. In particular, the power of
tainted data analysis means that these errors can be detected across the
entire application scope.
This approach is effective in detecting several critical security vulnerabilities
in the OWASP Top 10 and OWASP IoT Top 10, noted above. Julia tainted
data analysis is able to detect a wide range of vulnerabilities in real-world
software (and in particular back-end, cloud-based servers), and achieves a
particularly high recall and precision rate compared to other (usually patternbased) approaches.

Julia detailed OWASP Benchmark results:
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Figure 2: The scorecard comparing Julia with free and commercial tools and Julia’s detailed results
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Figure 2 reports the number of false negatives (FN), true positives (TP), and false
positives (FP) obtained by Julia on the OWASP benchmark. For all categories
Julia obtained zero false negatives: this proves the (practical) soundness of the
analysis, meaning that Julia won’t miss security vulnerabilities if the programs
contain them. In addition, the number of false positives is a small percentage
of the number of warnings produced.
Such analyses have been widely applied to detect privacy leaks as well.
Unfortunately, existing static analyzers focus on a single programming
language; if programs written in different languages interact with each other,
then the analysis considers each program “in isolation”.

Cross Programming Language Tainted Data Analysis
What kind of attack might happen in an IoT system?
Consider remote control and diagnostics of an automobile. The system
consists of a wireless controller (networked to cloud services) that provides
remote starting and diagnostics of a car. The cloud services provide the ability
or remote control and starting the vehicle through a mobile app. Imagine that
an attacker can inject through the mobile API an unbounded numerical value
to the motor; overheating the engine or damaging the starter components
and draining the battery.
So the question is: is the code for this system vulnerable to such an attack? In
order to give an answer to this question, both the Java in the back end server
and the C code in the controller and car need to be examined. Intuitively,
the approach consists of detecting sources of user input that might flow
into controller and therefore the car without being sanitized (that is, properly
checked for erroneous and malicious content). To be able to detect these
vulnerabilities spanning two distinct systems, languages and platforms is to
have the static analysis tools integrated and working together. Details of
tainted data detected in device level in C can be passed to Julia as a known
source of suspect data.
Julia can then trace this known source to any potential dangerous usage in the
Java application.
The ideal solution to analyzing cross-language vulnerabilities is to integrate
two best-of-breed solutions. Julia, the best in class commercial static analyzer
for Java and .NET and GrammaTech CodeSonar, an advanced, whole program
static analyzer developed for C, C++ source code and binary libraries, object
code and programs.
Like Julia, CodeSonar provides inter-procedural tainted data analysis and
allows the user to inspect the complete flow of the tainted data inside the
program in order to guide them towards the problem detected by the analysis.
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In addition, the tainted data analysis engine can be instrumented with
additional sources and sinks which can include those detected by Julia in the
Java/.NET realm. Instrumenting Julia and CodeSonar tainted data analysis
with the information detected by both tools it’s possible to build a complete
tainted data flow from source (e.g. the mobile app API) to the final sink (e.g. car
starter logic in the controller.)

Figure 3: Julia and GrammaTech form a complete static analysis solution for IoT by integrating best
of breed tools to tackle the various layers of the IoT ecosystem.
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Summary
The IoT ecosystem combines two worlds of software development, that of
devices written in C or C++ and enterprise systems using Java, .NET and other
languages. Extending enterprise services to the edge devices that perform
safety critical functions requires increased rigour in the development of
these systems. Static analysis tools are already integrated into safety critical
software development to improve quality and security, the same capabilities
are available with Julia in the enterprise domain.
Static analysis tools are effective at detecting bugs in their respective
environments. The realities of an IoT application, where disparate systems are
integrated together to provide services that span from the enterprise down to
the smallest device at the edge, require cross-system and cross-programming
language analysis. JuliaSoft has partnered with GrammaTech to integrate
the best of breed tools for Java/.NET and C/C++ with Julia and CodeSonar
respectively to bridge this gap between enterprise and embedded software
development.
Software organizations building enterprise software destined for IoT need to
take security and safety more seriously. In conjunction with more rigorous
processes, advanced static analysis tool such as Julia provide additional
assurance against critical defects and security vulnerabilities.

JuliaSoft advanced code analysis solutions help companies to ensure the
security, quality and respect of privacy of their software applications. For more
information, please visit our website at www.juliasoft.com or contact us at
JuliaSoft Srl - Lungadige Galtarossa, 21 - 37133 Verona, Italy
Tel +39 045 2081901 - info@juliasoft.com
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